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Abstract. Authoring Tools for digital games are used to create games from 
scratch, integrate content and game mechanics easily and can assist in a multi-
tude of ways in the production chain of a game. For example, they can allow 
non-programmers to work on the game logic by means of domain-specific or 
visual programming languages, increase the collaboration between team mem-
bers by integrating computer-supported collaborative work techniques, assist in 
catching errors in the game by model checking and offer publishing to multiple 
platforms by saving games in an intermediate format which can be run on vari-
ous systems. This already interesting and viable approach can be extended in a 
number of ways which we exemplify in this position paper to indicate possible 
future directions for game authoring tools.  
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1 Introduction 

The concept of providing an authoring tool that streamlines the workflow in a certain 
area (may it be multimedia [1], e-Learning [2] or more recently games [3, 4]) has a 
long history in computing. It is successful due to several factors: it allows non-
technical users to work on projects that would otherwise be out of their reach (due to 
lack of expertise, especially concerning programming languages); it can bring struc-
ture into unstructured domains (such as game development) and it can speed up de-
velopment by streamlining and automating common tasks. Authoring tools also re-
duce coordination effort between different groups involved in the game production 
process such as writers and artists. They separate themselves from level editors in 
most commercially available games as they support more development tasks up to the 
creation of a complete game. 

In the field of game authoring tools, several examples can be seen, each focusing 
on a specific approach to authoring. The e-Adventure authoring tool is specialized for 
the creation of educational adventure games [3]. The SHAI Scenario Editor described 
by Est et al. [5] allows users to define educational scenarios using high-level logic 
visualized in diagrams that is converted to low-level logic internally by the system. 
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The Alice [6, 7] tool uses a visual programming language to allow users to program 
their own game and learn about programming concepts simultaneously. The authors 
of this paper have provided the authoring tool StoryTec [4] targeted at the creation of 
Serious Games, combining several positive properties also found in the projects men-
tioned here, such as a visual programming approach and high-level logic for authors.  

In the following, we focus on possible areas of innovation where authoring tools 
can be extended and thereby improved in the future. This includes the extension into 
the content generation process as well as domain specific languages and other novel 
authoring concepts that can make authoring tools more expressive without increasing 
their complexity for the user. The concept of model checking can assist users by de-
tecting errors automatically. We also discuss multiplayer games, an area largely ig-
nored by current authoring tools, and describe ideas on how the authoring process 
itself can be enhanced by using game concepts. 

2 Areas of Innovation 

2.1 Procedural Content Generation 

While authoring tools have been demonstrated to be able to assist (non-technical) 
users in adding content to games, the next possible step is to assist users in creating 
content by the provision of procedural content generation tools. 

Work in the field of procedural content generation for games has intensified in the 
last years [8]. Examples for this are systems creating infinite levels for platform 
games in the style of Nintendo’s Super Mario Bros [9]. These systems aim at generat-
ing as many aspects of a game as possible (including the game’s narrative[10] or rules 
[11] in some cases). 

The vision of Procedural Content Generation is to allow users to enter a semantic 
description and receive a fitting assets, may it be a virtual character, 3D object or 
piece of music. Currently, research into authoring tools and procedural content gener-
ation is still largely separated, but the combination of both could help the work of 
authors tremendously by speeding it up and reducing the number of necessary experts 
in the production of a game significantly. Other approaches could reach similar results 
by using methods for semantic content retrieval, giving access to content already 
created for other applications. Among the possible challenges of this approach is the 
way in which the semantic description for the object under creation is to be given (as 
parameters in a restricted domain, as natural language, etc.) and if and how authors 
can manipulate the object after it has been created. 

2.2 Domain-Specific Languages and Visual Languages 

While domain-specific and visual programming languages are already used in current 
authoring tools, their leverage can be extended by increasing their expressiveness and 
applicability to game development. Examples of visual programming approaches can 
be found in the previously mentioned e-Adventure, Alice and StoryTec systems.  
A text-based domain-specific language for games is the Inform 7 language for the 
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creation of interactive fiction [12]. Especially the latter language shows the elegance 
possible with this approach: reading the source files of a game created with it makes 
immediate sense to a person able to understand English, while being parseable by the 
computer at the same time. 

Especially model-driven and component-based software engineering approaches fit 
together well with authoring tools, as they abstract from implementation details and 
offer users only the level of semantics and detail they want to work with. BinSubaih 
and Maddock [13] describe a system that separates a game’s core logic from the  
actual implementation in a game engine. The EGGG language [14] is designed to 
describe games on a very high level of abstraction, realizing them using a set of  
re-usable software components. 

Potential difficulties with Domain-Specific Languages in game authoring tools re-
sult from the definition of these languages themselves, including the scope as well as 
the granularity of the language constructs, possibly resulting in too restrictive  
languages on the one hand and too unwieldy languages for practical use on the other. 

2.3 Novel Authoring Concepts 

Departing from the paradigms of standard e-Learning or multimedia authoring tools 
such as timelines or 2D layouts, new authoring concepts can be embraced. A strong 
example is the block-based editing paradigm successfully used by the independent 
game Minecraft1 [15], which has spawned whole worlds of user-created 3D models 
without the need for 3D modeling know-how. 

By switching to such simple authoring concepts, novice authors and authors with-
out technical expertise (commonly the main target users of authoring tools) have a 
very low threshold of learning compared to traditional 3D authoring tools, which 
require careful manipulation of the mouse and keyboard and complicated concepts 
such as cameras, lights and 3D meshes made of vertices and polygons.  

2.4 Model Checking 

Apart from streamlining and structuring content and game logic, authoring tools can 
support users in more ways by offering automatic checks for syntactical and especial-
ly semantic errors. An example can be found in the model checking capabilities de-
scribed in the context of the e-Adventure authoring tool [16], which can inform users 
of potential problems in the game. Future versions of such mechanisms could employ 
methods of artificial intelligence such as machine learning in order to detect semantic 
problems in authored games and make the author aware of them, potentially even 
providing automatic correction advice. For example, an educational game authoring 
tool might alert the user whenever a certain learner type has been neglected in the 
game or whenever a dead end (a section of the game where no more progress can be 
made due to conflicting or missing game logic) has been created.  

                                                           
1 Available from http://minecraft.net 
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2.5 Multiplayer Authoring 

By the increasing number of (massively) multiplayer and social games, it can be seen 
that multiplayer games are becoming a larger and larger aspect of the game industry. 
Authoring tools can support this sector by making multiplayer mechanics (synchroni-
zation of players, collaboration, etc.) evident and manageable to authors. 

This field of authoring has been largely neglected so far. In recent work, the au-
thoring tool StoryTec has been extended for the authoring of multiplayer games, 
yielding a first prototype in this field[17]. It was then used to create an adventure 
game being playable for two players. The early state of research in this field shows 
that especially the puzzle design has to be supported in the authoring tool by offering 
mechanisms to synchronize or separate players. As an example from the associated 
demo, one player is set in the authoring tool to be restricted to one part of the game 
world due to being pinned down by a fallen-down tree, while the other player has to 
move around and find a way to free him or her. However, the first player is the only 
one in possession of a map, forcing the two players to collaborate. This interaction 
has been set up in the authoring tool by a set of constraints and conditions, showing a 
first version of this area of authoring tool improvement. 

The aspect of adaptivity (based for example on player or learner modeling) found 
in current authoring tools such as StoryTec or e-Adventure will increase in complexi-
ty but also in potential reward in terms of added enjoyment and effectiveness by the 
addition of multiple players. Whereas in the single player case the game only has to 
be adapted for the needs of a single player, in the multiplayer case, the adaptation has 
to happen to each single player as well as for the whole group at the same time. A first 
approach including automatic and manual adaptation by a Game Master is shown by 
Wendel et al. [18]. 

2.6 In-Game Editing, Gamification and User-Generated Content 

By dropping the classical authoring tool interface and allowing editing directly inside 
the game, users can easily work on the game while receiving immediate feedback. 
This concept has been touched upon by platforms such as Jumala2 or games like Lit-
tle Big Planet [19], as well as the already mentioned Minecraft. At the same time, this 
can be leveraged to incentivize user-generated content by means of gamification, 
giving players in-game rewards like achievements or items for building new content 
and extending games. 

Again, this step lowers the threshold for novice authors tremendously by offering 
the authoring capabilities directly in the game environment. Usual authoring tools for 
games rarely have a true WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get) interface; in-
stead, they rely on abstractions in order to maintain the overview for the author. With 
in-game editing, authors can immediately see the effects of their changes and try them 
out in the exact same context as their players. The closest authoring tools have gotten 
to this are systems like CryTek’s Sandbox editor3 or the Unity game editor4, which 
allow starting the game right inside the editor interface for testing purposes. 

                                                           
2 Available at http://jumala.com 
3 See http://mycryengine.com/ 
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Problems that are commonly associated with User-generated content have to be 
addressed in the context of authoring tools as well, namely those of copyright in-
fringements, quality control and management and retrieval of a possibly very large 
body of generated content [20] . 

3 Conclusion 

In the previous sections, we have outlined a set of areas where future authoring tools 
can go beyond the current state of the art, opening up authoring tools to new groups of 
users and improving the strong aspects of authoring tools further. These areas should 
not be seen in isolation. Instead, the combinations of areas can prove worthwhile and 
add new strengths of their own while mitigating the drawbacks of individual ap-
proaches. For example, in-game editing and procedural content generation in combi-
nation yield vast worlds that authors can change on the fly, without the need to create 
the basic layout of the world first. A large part of making multiplayer authoring feasi-
ble will probably lie in model checking, since the addition of more than one player in 
the game increases the space of possible actions and combinations of variables in the 
game exponentially, making it a hard problem for humans to keep all logical and se-
mantic constraints in view at the same time. 

At the same time, critical questions also appear due to these innovations. For ex-
ample, procedural content generation could be seen as hindering the free creativity 
inherent in games. Automatic retrieval for content aggregation or user-generated con-
tent might give rise to copyright issues. It is also questionable whether the content 
produced by these methods yields enough quality compared to assets created by pro-
fessional artists. We therefore see the further evaluation of these ideas as future work. 
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